




19f. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

I. Technical Progress in FY 1978

This section summarizes in bullet form recent technical progress in the

major areas of study, Detailed accounts of these accomplishments can be found

in the various references enumerated in 19b.

A. Low Frequencff Instabilities

• Current Driven Drift Modes in a Sheared Magnetic Field.l [Gladd, Liu]

The current-driven drift mode (CDDM) is a variant of the well-known

universal instability fueled by the additional free energy available in cur-

rents flowing along magnetic field lines. It is a possible contributor to

anomalous transport in Tokamaks and must be taken quite seriously in the case

of Toroidal Reversed Field Pinches where even reactor-sized devices will have

substantial parallel current densities. We reexamined this instability in the

light of the recent discovery that, within the context of slab model theory,

the proper consideration of electron dynamics results in the stabilization of

2
the universal drift mode by an arbitrarily small amount of magnetic shear.

In the case of the CDDM the detailed electron dynamics had little effect and

3
the previously estimated threshold current density for exciting the mode_

u = 4 me LN

vi tn

was, in general, confirmed by detailed numerical calculations° In this work.

the additional effects of electron temperature gradients and electron-ion

collisions (Krook model) were studied to see if they led to a significant

lowering of the threshold current density. It was found that a reversed

electron temperature gradient (e.g. dZnT /dZnN _--I) could result in a• e e

reduction of the threshold by 80%, while electron-ion collisions had a very
• •

small effect. O_U_QN OF TM_ _LJJ_..mT _ UJUJW_
• %



• Dissipative Temperature Gradient Driven Drift Modes in a Sheared Magne-

tic Field. [Chang, Drake. Gladd]

Because the universal drift mode_ the dissipative drift mode and the

current driven drift mode are all found to be stabilized by magnetic shear

(within the context of a slab model), it is important to sear(_h for drift

modes which are unstable in typical Tokamak parameter environments and thus

can possibly account for observed anomalous transport. To this end we are

considering the stability of a dissipative drift mode driven by electron

temperature gradients in a sheared magnetic field. Because the temperature

gradients are crucial to the mode's existence, a velocity dependent collision

operator must be assumed. Such complicated models lead to dispersion

equations which are highly intractable to standard analytic techniques. How-

ever, preliminary numerical calculations have been performed and indicate that

instability is indeed possible (albeit for large temperature gradients

d_nTe/d£n n= 5). We are currently actively involved in trying to obtain a

better understanding of this potentially important modem

• Temperature Gradient Driven Tearing Modes in Sheared Magnetic Fields_

[Chang_ Drake, Gladd]

The importance of magnetic fluctuations producing anomalous energy

transport across magnetic fields has become widely recognized The most

probable source of such fluctuations are VT driven, high m tearing modes.e

A computational and analytic study of these instabilities was undertaken

In the collisionless regimeI_,l>>_ the tearing mode was found to be stableei"
e

in agreement with previous analyti_and_ numerical5work, although new regimes

for the mode were discovered. In the semi-collisional regime Ira, I<_ei"
e

numerical computations demonstrate that VT drives the mode unstable.
e
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In a parallel analytic effort a dispersion relation has been derived.

based on the techniques developed by Drake and Lee_4which yields growth

rates which are in good qualitative agreement with the numerical results.

The cross field transport associated with magnetic fluctuations generated

by these modes is under investigation.

6
• Unified Formalism for Ballooning Modes and Trapped Electron Modes.

[Liewer, Liu]

To provide a microscopic understanding of MHD balloonin_ modes and to

study the influence of kinetic effects (e,g,, FLR. Landau damping, trapped

electrons, and collisions) on stability behavior, we developed a kinetic

theory for ballooning mode. FLR effects are found to have a weak stabilizing

effect although there are significant changes in oscillation frequency and

localization properties. On the other hand, the curvature drift of untrapped

particles further destabilizes the long-wavelength trapped-electron mode.

• Investigation of the m=l Tearing Mode in High-Temperature Tokamak

Plasmas. [Drake, Lee, Liu, in collaboration with Princeton]

As the temperature approaches that required for fusion reactions, the

growth rate of resistive tearing modes is greatly reduced. It is found that

electron thermal conduction can destabilize the tearinB mode, and that the

resulting growth rate Y is weakly dependent on collision frequency with

1/7

• The Double Tearing Instability_ [Drake_ in collaboration with UCLA]

An analytic expression for the growth rate of the double tearing mode

has been derived and has been found to be in very good agreement with the

growth rates observed in fluid simulations. The double tearing mode is a

likely candidate to explain the anomalous current penetration in the initial

s •

stages of tokamak discharges.
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• Tearing Instability in Reversed Field Configuration. [Drake] i

The observation of magnetic islands and reconnection in the Maryland

Fast Theta Pinch motivated a general theoretical investigation of tearing

modes in reversed field configurations. The theory of Furth, Killeen and

Rosenbluth8was found to be inapplicable to this geometry because the dissi-

pation layer resulting from their theory is much smaller than an ion Larmor

radius, invalidating the small Larmor radius treatment in their work. The

growth of the tearing mode was found to fall into three regimes with

9

increasing collisionality. The growth rate reduces to that of Laval, et al

in the collisionless limit_ scales as 1/2. in an intermediate regime andel

finally becomes that of the ion tearing mode in the collisional regime. The
°

two-dimensional structure of the equilibrium B field (axial and radial) was

found to be important in modeling the experimental observations. The

resulting theoretical prediction for the growth rate of the tearing mode was

i 10
found to be in good agreement with experimental observations.

ii
• Kink Instabilities in Reversed Field Pinches. [Choe and Davidson]

One of the main virtues of toroidal reversed field pinches is the fact

that plasma-field profiles may be found which are either MHD stable or have

very low growth rates. In this work, a straight cylindrical model of the RFP

was chosen and the equilibrium carefully examined to ascertain the stability

properties of the (a) interchange mode_ (b) the Suydam mode. (c) the Robinson

mode, and (d) the external kink mode. Numerical results indicate that, while

the Robinson and Suydam modes can be easily stabilized on resistive diffusion

time scales by adequate profile shaping, the interchange and exteri_al kink

modes can be stabilized only for a narrow range of equilibrium profiles.
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B. High-Frequency Microinstabilities
I

• Finite Beta Effects on the Drift-Cyclotron Instability. [Gladd in

collaboration with Naval Research Lab]

The drift-cyclotron (DC) instability is an important high frequency

(m_mci) microinstability which may occur in a wide range of fusion plasma

devices (e.g., late time theta pinches, toroidal reversed field pinches, and

the solenoidal section of the tandom mirror experiment). In most instances

of experimental interest, the plasma beta is moderate and it is important

, to consider whether the various finite beta effects can seriously alter the

frequency/growth characteristics of the DC instability. The local dispersion

equation for the drift-cyclotron instability was derived and solved in order

to examine the effects of finite beta associated with (a) transverse electro-

magnetic perturbations (_B#0). and (b) resonant and nonresonant VB_ orbit

modifications of both electrons and ions. Moreover, a formalism was chosen

' 2<rL i/LN_Iwhich allowed consideration of variable density gradients. (me/mi)I/

on the ions. A detailed numerical study of the effects of finite beta on

the general dispersive character and unstahle spectrum was obtained as well

as a consideration of the effects of finite beta on the most rapidly growing

mode. It was found that finite beta. in general, increases the frequency and

reduces the growth rate but does not completely stabilize the drift-cyclotron

instability. The transition of the drift-cyclotron instability into the

lower-hybrid-drift instability which occurs for rLi/LN=(me/mi )I/4 was
also

studied.

13
• Warm Plasma and Finite B Effects on the DCLC Modes. [Gladd, Liu, Ng]

The drift cyclotron loss cone (DCLC) instability is studied numerically

to follow the spectrum of unstable modes as a function of warm plasma

density and 8 value. The unstable modes evolve from a continuum with growth

rate larger than ion cyclotron frequency into discrete "
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modes near cyclotron harmonics as warm plasma is filling in the loss cone.
i

Finite _ effects tend to make the fundamental the dominant mode. This ten-

dency appears to explain the experimental observation of the prominence of

the fundamental ion cyclotron mode.

• A new branch of unstable modes in finite-8 plasma was discovered. [Ng]

The electron VB drift mode in the lower hybrid frequency range is shown to be

unstable for sufficiently strong electron temperature gradient present in

turbulent heating experiments.

14
• Effect of Magnetic Shear on the Drift Cyclotron Loss Cone Instability,

[Gladd in collaboration with Berkeley]

A narrow sheath structure in the Tormac device is crucial to the con-

tainment integrity of the device. The microinstability properties of the

Tormac sheath are thus very important and yet very difficult to calculate

because of its complicated features (strong gradients rLi/LN_I, open field
/

lines, and strong magnetic shear, LN_Ls). I, this work the effect of

magnetic shear on the drift cyclotron loss cone (DCLC) instability was con-

sidered. The results are strongly dependent on scale length (rLi/LN),

degree of loss cone fill and plasma beta, In some cases, magnetic _ shear may

even lead to further destabilization of the DCLC mode, Much more work is

needed before a clear picture of microinstability activity in the Tormac

sheath is obtained.

• Nonlocal Investigation of the Lower Hybrid Drift Instability. [Drake,

Gladd, in collaboration with Naval Research Lab]

The lower hybrid drift (LHD) instability is important in understanding

the anomalous broadening of plasma sheaths in 8-pinches. reversed field

pinches, and other configurations. Previous analytic theory has been based

on local treatment of the mode in the direction of the spatial inhomogeneity

8 "
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The development of nonlinear models of this instability to study transport

and anomalous resistivity and its impact on the tearing mode requires a know- -

ledge of the two-dimensional structure of these modes. The equations for

the radial structure of the finite beta. fully electromagnetic LHD instability

have been derived and solved both analytically and numerically. Finite beta

and electromagnetic corrections allow the mode to occupy a substantial fraction

of the plasma sheath.

C. Nonlinear Effects and Radiative Processes

• The Nonlinear Evolution of Tearin$ Instabilities in Reversed Field Con-

figurations. [Drake]

An assessment of the role of the tearing mode in reversed field e-pinches

requires that a nonlinear investigation of the tearing mode be carried out for

this geometry. Preliminary calculations indicate that the tearing mode enters

an alge_braic growth phase similar to that found by Rutherford in the case of a

sheared magnetic field. The role of anomalous resistivity generated by the

lower-hybrid-drift instability in the nonlinear evolution of the tearing mode

is under investigation.

• The Nonlinear Evolution of the Dcuble Tearing Mode.15[Drake in collabora-

tion with UCLA]

Simulations of the double tearing mode (in collaboration with the UCLA

group) have demonstrated that the double tearing mode, like the m=l mode, does

not enter an algebraic growth phase. The continued exponential growth of

these modes to large amplitude is a consequence of the violation of the

"constant _" approximation. A simple physical picture of the constant _

approximation and the nonlinear evolution of these two classes of modes has

been developed.
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• Analysis of the Explosive Instability Due to Nonlinear Landau Dsmpin$o +

[Liu in collaboration with SAIl

A large-amplitude zero-energy ion cyclotron drift-cone mode is shown to

be explosively coupled with lower-frequency positive-energy modes in a mirror

machine. The results are consistent with observations in the Soviet Mirror

machine experiments where particle loss is enhanced by the presence of the

low frequency modes.

• Investigation of the Nonlinear Shift of the Ion Gyrofrequency by

Electrostatic Ion Cyclotron Waves. [Chen, Liu. in collaboration with

SAI, UCLA, Inst. for Adv. Study, Livermore]

The resonance-between the ion cyclotron wave and the ion drift wave is

detuned, thereby stabilizing the drift-cyclotron instability. Nonlinear

oscillations are found and appear to explain the burstinR instability

observed in 2XIIB. Liu gave an invited talk at the Annual Meeting of the Pla_ma
/

Physics Division on this subject. This work has stimulated computer simula-

tion carried out by B. Cohen et al. in Livermo_e,

• Theory of Nonthermal Radiation at Electron Plasma Frequency from

Tokamaks. [Mok and Liu]

In the moderately high-density Tokamak discharges, intense radiation at the

plasma frequency is observed in TFR and PLT. This radiation is explained in

terms of Collective Bremstrahlung due to the enhanced level of plasma waves

emitted by the runaway electrons through the Cerenkov process.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the ."
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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finement.

(vi) Provide immediate focus for application of new analytic results

as they arise.

(vii) Provide immediate support for DMFE sponsored experimental

programs.

(viii) Traia Ph. D. students and Research Scientists (immediate).

19f. Technical Progress 1978

The Maryland Theory Program includes (a) ideal and resistive, linear

and nonlinear, MHD numerical studies of tokamak plasma configurations,

(b) numerical studies of the implosion dynamics and post-implosion

anomalous transport properties of high-density pinches (c) Development

of computer codes for solving complex dispersion relations and nonlocal

eigenvalue problems in microstability analysis. This section summarizes

recent technical progress in this program.

A. Ideal and Resistive Linear and Nonlinear MHD

Studies of Tokamak Plasma Configurations

• Development of 3D, nonlinear, toroidal, time-dependent MHD code

including compressional and resistive effects for finite-beta tokamaks

with rectangular cross section. (Cochran, Liewer, Bateman). This code

has been tested by comparison with the linear code and earlier nonlinear

code developed at ORNL and the results have been compared with the Terp

experiment. In the latter case good qualitative agreements have been

obtained. Because this code has included resistive compressional toroidal

and nonlinear effects, it will help to establish the range of validity of

other models which neglect some of these effects. Furthermore, detailed

comparison with linear and nonlinear results from Terp experiment provides

the first definitive test of any major MHD code.

• Linear MHD Studies of Finite-beta Tokamak Stability Properties

(Cochran and Liewer). Modelling the paramagnetic equilibria of Terp (Toroidal

Experimental Research Plasma) device with moderately high-beta (_axis _ 10%),

internal kink mode with m=l, n=l (m is the poloidal mode number and n is

the toroidal mode number) is found to become unstable for B exceeds
axis
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12% in good agreement with experiment. The growth rate as an increasing

function of Baxis is again in good agreement in the experimental measured

growth rates.

• Nonlinear Evolution of Kink Mode Was Studied for Terp Plasma (Cochran

and Liewer). The nonlinear resistive _iD code is used to follow the internal

kink mode to the nonlinear regime where the growth declines. Good

qualitative agreement with the experimentally observed rise and subsequent

fall of perturbed magnetic field is found. Also, the nonlinear results

shows that the density at the front of the instability steepens as observed

in the experiment.

• Linear and Nonlinear Study of Resistive Effects on Internal Kink

Mode (re=l, n=l) for Tokamaks with Rectangular Cross Section, (Cochran).

The linear growth rates is found to be enhanced by resistivity in agreement

with low-_ analytic theory. The eigenfunction is broadened by finite beta

and resistivity. Nonlinearly the formation of a magnetic island on the

opposite side of the kink motion was seen, in qualitative agreement of

Kadomtsev' s model.

• Nonlinear Evolution of Finite-beta m-i Internal Kink Mode (Cochran

and Liewer). Large vortex cells set up during the initial linear phase

persists and strong converts the plasma to the wall without saturation.

The evolution of the perturbed poloidal field from computer code is a

good qualitative agreement with those of the experiment. Steep density

gradients developed in the nonlinear stage are also observed in the experi-

ments.

• Kink Instabilities in Reversed Field Pinches (Choe and Davidson).

One of the main virtues of toroidal reversed field pinches is the fact

that plasma-field profiles may be found which are either MHD stable or

have very low growth rates. In this work, a straight cylindrical model

of the RFP was chosen and the equilibrium carefully examined to ascertain

the stability properties of the a) interchange mode, b) the Suydam mode,

c) the Robinson mode, and d) the external kink mode. Numerical results

indicate that, while the Robinson and Suydam modes can be easily stabilized

on resistive diffusion time scales by adequate profile shaping, the

interchange and external kink modes can be stabilized only for a narrow
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range of equilibrium profiles.

I

B. N_umerical Simulation of Microinstability.

and Implosion Dynamics

• Hybrid-Numerical Studies of High-Beta Implosion Experiments (Liewer).

In a joint effort with Los Alamos the self-consistent anomalous transport

model of Liewer and Krall has been incorporated in the Sgro-Nielson

hybrid code, which can be used to model reversed-field pinch (RFP) as

well as theta-pinch implosions. The testing of this model by compari-

son with the University of Maryland THOR experiment shows good agreement

on piston speeds, density compressions, and electron and ion temperatures.

• Nonlinear Particle Simulation Studies of the Lower-Hybrid-Drift

Instability (Liewer and Winski). An extensive study of the anomalous resistivity

due to the lower-hybrid-drift instability in both the linear and nonlinear

regimes has been completed in collaboration with Winske (LASL). These

studies made use of a 2-1/2 dimentional electromagnetic code, and were

carried out for values of the cross-field electron drift velocity (Vd)

and ion thermal speed (vi) ranging from Vd/V i = 13.5 to Vd/V'1 - i.I.

The linear instability properties are in good agreement with local linear

theory, although the growth rate in the simulation experiments is generally

lower, probably because of nonlocal effects. A detailed comparison has been

made of the resisitivity inferred from the simulations with the theoretical

resistivity calculated from quasilinear theory, using the measured value of

the turbulent field fluctuations• Excellent agreement between the simula-

tion results and quasilinear theory is found not only in the linear phase,

where quasilinear theory is expected to be valid, but also in the nonlinear

and post-saturation regimes, where quasilinear theory is of questionable

validity. Saturation of the instability for the parameters in this study

was found to be due to ion trapping and turbulent viscous damping, whichever

yields the lower level.

C. Codes Developed for Microinstabilit¥ Analysis

• ANLYZE for Local Stability Analysis.

In the past year a number of features have been added to the general

dispersion relation solving code ANLYZE. This code has been evolving

since 1970 and now represents a very useful tool for the general analysis
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of dispersion equations. It is frequently used in support of the various

theoretical problems. All of the standard mathematical functions needed

in plasma stability analyses are incorporated within ANLYZE (e.g., plasma

dispersion function and Bessel functions). This year Gordeyev integral

representations of the plasma response were added to the code in order to

facilitate the study of finite beta effects on drift cyclotron modes.

(Gladd)

Interactive graphics capabilities have been aded this year, making

possible rapid surveys of the dispersive characteristics of various modes

in the typically large parameter spaces. In addition, the simultaneous

display of the results of several dispersion equations makes it especially

easy to make comparisons of rival theories. The graphics feature also

aids analytic work by making it easy to visualize the parametric limitations

of simplifying approximations.

• P_ADSTRUC (radial structure) code for nonlocal instability analysis.

In the past year a series of codes have been developed to study the

nonlocal properties of various instabilities. Typically, this means solving

for the radial structure of the modes, a mathematical problem involving the

solution of one (electrostatic problems) or two coupled (electromagnetic

problems) ordinary differential equations as eigenvalue problems. The

numerical tools necessary for solving such eigenvalue problems and

graphically displaying the associated eigenmodes have been assembled in the

RADSTRUC series of codes and is being actively used on a number of TASK I

problems. A typical RADSTRUC program may be imbedded in the ANLYZE code

to facilitate the analysis of the unlocal dispersion equation. (Gladd)

PROPOSED RESEARCH AND EXPECTED RESULTS

The previous section gives an overview of recent numerical studies

carried out in the Maryland Fusion Research Program. It is proposed to con-

tinue our investigations of both linear and nonlinear MHD stability and

anomalous transport properties of high-beta plasmas. These studies will be

carried out in the parameter range of existing and projected DMFE sponsored

experiments and will include but may not be limited to the types of problems

enumerated below.
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As several of the proposed numerical studies represent continuations

and/or extensions of ongoing research at the University of Maryland, the

following summary is relatively brief, and the reader is referred to the

previous section for additional references and background information.

A. Ideal and Resistive, Linear and Nonlinear MHD Studies

• Nonlinear Ideal and Resistive MHD Studies• As summarized in the

previous section, Cochran (Maryland) in collaboration with Bateman (ORNL)

has developed a 3-D, nonlinear, toroidal, rectangular cross section MBD

code which includes compressional and resistive effects• The code has been

tested by comparison with the linear code and with earlier nonlinear codes

developed at ORNL. Initial comparisons with the University of Maryland

TERP experiment are very encouraging. We propose to continue application

and development of this code with particular emphasis on the following:

(a) As TERP is upgraded to a new parameter regime of higher tempera-

ture, detailed comparison of numerical results with the TERP-II experiment

is highly desirable to study the nonlinear and resistive effects.

(b) Use Of the code to calculate the importance of compressional

effects as a function of beta and aspect ratio. This will help to establish

the range of validity of other (low-beta) resistive models which neglect

compressional and certain toroidal effects.

B. Computer Simulation and Numerical Modeling of Fusion Plasmas

• Nonlinear Evolution of Lower Hybrid Instability in Reversed Field

Configurations. Because of the importance of lower hybrid drift instability

in many Field-Reversed Systems, we propose to study the nonlinear evolution

and in a Harris sheet-pinch equilibrium to obtain the nonlinear effects on

anomalous resistivity, electron heating, global mode structure, as well as

its possible effects on tearing mode.

• Linear MHD Stability Studies. As summarized in the previous section,

a comparison between MHD growth rates obtained from the Bateman linear MHD

code and experimental results from the University of Maryland TERP experiment

show good agreement during the linear stages of instability and provide a

definitive test of this MHD model in the finite-beta regime. It is proposed

to continue application and development of this code pertaining to: (a)

interpretation of data from TERP-II in new operating regimes; (b) interpreta-

tion of data from Maryland's Paramagnetic Spheromak (PS-I) and detailed
s •
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comparison with experimental observed results [particular emphasis will

be on ballooning modes]; and (c) the planning and design of future upgrades

of TERP. Because of our confidence in the reliability and applicability of

this code, for the most part it will be used in a routine, off-the-shelf

manner, depending on local program needs and priorities.

C. Hybrid-Numerical Studies of Hish-Beta Implosion Experiments

The hybrid electron-fluid particle-ion code of Sgro and Nielson (LASL)

has been modified to include the Liewer-Krall model of self-consistent

anomalous resistivity• This code has been used to study the implosion phase

of the University of Maryland THOR experiment and can also be used to model

reversed-field pinch (RFP) implosions. It is proposed to continue the

applil:ation and development of this code, with particular emphasis on

further comparisons with THOR experimental results as more data become

available.

D. Microinstability Analysis

• Development of Codes to Solve Complex Mathematical Problems. In the

-_ coming year we shall continue to evolve codes designed to solve complex

mathematical problems associated with local (ANLYZE) and nonlocal (RADSTRUC

and ANLYZE) stability problems• In general, they will be made more flexible

and more accessible to the rapid consideration of specific new problems.

The use of interactive graphics will be extended to further enhance the

physical insight gained by visualizing parametric dependencies of

frequencies and growth rates and observing the structure of radial eigenmodes. _

The specific mathematical features to be incorporated in these codes will be

largely dictated by the mathematical problems encountered in specific research

areas. These codes will be heavily applied in the coming year. In particular,

the radial structure of low frequency drift modes, drift-tearing modes,

resistive g-modes and the lower-hybrid-drift mode will be studied.

19h. RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER PROJECTS

As indicated in the previous section, the Maryland Fusion Theory Program

includes linear and nonlinear numerical studies of the equilibrium, stability

• ._

_
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and transport properties of high-temperature fusion plasmas. These studies

form a strong interface with our analytic effort and provide important

theoretical support and guidance for experimental planning for several DMFE-

sponsored programs.

(a) Provide theory support and understanding of plasma properties,

transport, and scaling laws for high-beta experimental studies at the

University of Maryland (TERP, THOR, Speromak).

(b) Provide theory support and understanding of plasma properties,

transport, and scaling laws for off-site DMFE-sponsored high-beta experiments

(LASL, Columbia, LLL, LBL).

(c) Provide immediate focus for application of new analytic results on

anomalous transport as they arise. Also provide focus for comparing MHD

stability results obtained with time-dependent (Bateman) and _W (Choe-

Grossmann) stability formalisms using TERP experimental parameters.

(d) Provide focus for calculating the importance of finite-beta and

compressional effects in linear and nonlinear resistive and ideal MHD models

to show range of validity of low-beta resistive models used elsewhere (PPPL,

ORNL, LASL).
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19e. APPROACH

I

The Co-principal Investigators of this task devised the concept of

achieving intense, collimated_ Lyman-alpha radiation by frequency tripling

o
3648A light. They iden_ifie_ Krypton gas as an appropriate non-linear

medium for this purpose. The 3648_ light was to be produced by frequency

o

doubling 7246A light, which could be amplified to high

power levels with dye cells pumped by commercially available ruby lasers.

The importance of transverse mode control of the laser light was identified

as vital for achieving the desired multi-kilowatt Lyman-alpha power levels•

The overall methodology is to develop the necessary laser systems, to

demonstrate conversion to Lyman-alpha in Krypton, to study the factors which

govern and improve tripling efficiency, to achieve optimum Lyman-alpha

output, and then to develop practical resonant scattering diagnostic systems.

/ 19f. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

(i) BY-3, FY '78, Oct. 1977 - Oct. 1978: During this time. the mode-

o
controlled 7296A oscillator was built and refined to achieve the desired

o

TEM-00 mode output. Amplification to _i J, 7296A. 20 nsec duration pulses

was achieved with amplifier cells pumped by a ruby laser; near TEM-00 radia-

o
tion at 3648A was obtained with a KDP doubling crystal. Using Krypton as

o o
the tripling media. 1216A (A%_0•25A, duration _15 nsec, power %60 watts) was

produced. This result was several orders of magnitude better than other

reported Lyman-alpha sources. The results were compared to theory and agreed

within experimental and theoretical uncertainty. Calculations of index of

refraction for Kr, Ar, and Xe were made which lead to predictions that conver-

sion to Lyman-alpha could be made much more efficient with appropriate gas

mixtures. Difficulties with the old. surplus ruby laser were noted and

reported to DOE. '
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(ii) BY-2, FY '79_ 0ct.'78 - Present: Optical, thermal_ and electrical

I

problems with the ruby laser have slowed experimental progress. However,

the previously unsolved computation of tripling conversion efficiencies for

non-TEM-O0 modes has been successfully analyzed; the results of this calcu-

lation have been combined with the gas mixture calculations to plan a new

series of experiments which will determine the optimum Lyman-alpha source

intensity which can be achieved in rare gas mixtures0_ The initial work on

this set of measurements is now underway. Mode control has already been

shown to allow doubling efficiency in the KDP crystal to exceed 25%. The

potential of beryllium vapor as a frequency conversion medium to achieve

Lyman-alpha is also being examined. A mode-controlled, modern, ruby laser

is expected to bepurchased by DOE funds and installed in our laboratories

by the summer of 1979. We anticipate that the use of phase matching by

frequency tripling in rare gas mixtures has the potential of demonstrating

about _ 50-fold increase in tripling efficiency; the new ruby pump laser

should also allow a substantial increase in Lyman-alpha production efficiency.

The net effect should be to carry the Lyman-alpha output power into the

desired multi-Kilowatt regime.

(iii) BY-l, FY '80_ Oct. '79 - Oct. '80: It is anticipated that during

this time, determinations will be made of the limiting factors in the produc-

tion of Lyman-alpha radiation. These factors can include:

(a) Values (positive or negative) of third-order susceptibilities

which combine to govern conversion efficiencies;

(b) Intensity-dependent index-of-refraction (Stark-effect)

corrections to phase-matching conditions; and

(c) Optical breakdown or multi-phot0n excitation or ionization

processes which limit the optical intensities which can be used in gas or metal

• -
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vapor media used for Lyman-alpha production. We also hope to initiate !

preliminary resonant scattering studies on laboratory plasmas.

(iv) BY, F_f '81, Oct. '80 - Oct. '81: At this point, we hope to be

able to develop specific collaborative efforts to use the Lyman-alpha sources

we have developed to obtain data on neutral H. D, and T densities in mag-

netically confined fusion research plasmas,

19g. FUTURE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

It is anticipated that the measurements of neutral hydrogen isotope

densities will contribute to the understanding of Tokamak operation and future

• fusion reactor design. The techniques, apparatus_ and understanding gained

in developing Lyman-alpha sources will also be useful in generating intense

O O

radiation at other wavelengths in the IO00A- 2000A range_

19h. RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER PROJECTS

This project is a part of a larger DOE contract with the University of

Maryland: some NSF funding (which provides graduate student support and

emphasizes the basic physics of frequency tripling, rather than fusion-

oriented diagnostic systems) also assists our research in this area_ On a

larger scale, this project is part of the national fusion energy research and

development program.

19i. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Because the work is performed in an inclosed laboratory environment, and

relatively small amounts of energy, raw material, or other resources are

required, no adverse effect on the ecosystem are expected.
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19j. EXPLANATION OF MILESTONES

The May through Dec. '79 milestones represent the demonstration that our

methods of achieving intense Lyman-alpha sources can reach the needed levels.

Phase matching should increase the fundamental physical efficiency factors.

the new, DOE-supplied, ruby laser will replace the old. troublesome, and poor

quality laser we use now, and achieving kilowatt levels will illustrate that

limiting saturation effects are not too severe.

The March '80 goal of initiating laboratory discharge scattering experi-

ments will provide needed experience with fast, high-sensitivity, narrow-band

detector systems and will yield data on molecular hydrogen effects which may

also occur in Tokamaks. The FY '81 milestones will mark the point where this

project turns a university-based source development program into a diagnostic

technique for magnetically confined plasmas_
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